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The Lux D grinder is the result of a collaboration between La Marzocco and Mazzer to build an
optimised home espresso grinder.
The Lux D introduces a host of new features:
on demand dosing
61mm flat burrs for fast grind times and proper extraction
standard short hopper

lux d features and specifications

Available in black,metallic sliver and white.

The
Lux Dinis 3the
perfectstainless
choice forsteel,
a home
espresso
grinder.
available
colours:
matte
black and
white
The Lux D grinder is the result of a collaboration between La Marzocco and Mazzer to build an
optimised
home espresso grinder.
on
demand dosing
a host
of newwith
features:
The Lux D introduces
delivers coffee
simply
the portafilter
button. The on demand system provides the
Lux D
advantages of the funnel combined with one-handed dosing.
Burr
Type
Steel Flat
on demand
dosing
Hopper
Capacity
0.6
61mm
flat burrs(kg)
for fast grind times and proper
extraction
61mm
flat burrs
standard
short hopper
The
LuxAdjustment
D comes
with 61mm flat burrs thatStepless
grind 18g of coffee in 10 seconds.
Grind
Burr Diameter

61mm

Depth (mm)

250
Lux D
10.5

Available
in black,metallic sliver and white.
stepless
adjustment
Grinding Speed (rpm)
1400(50hz)
Stepless grind adjustment allows for infinite control over brew time.
Programmable Dose
No
The Lux D is the perfect choice for a home espresso grinder.
Height (mm)
475
short
hopper
Width
(mm)
180 making it the perfect fit for your espresso machine.
The short hopper keeps the grinder profile low,
Weight (kg)
Voltage
Burr Type
Hopper Capacity (kg)
Grind Adjustment

220-240V
Steel Flat Single Phase (10A)
0.6

Burr Diameter

Stepless
61mm

Grinding Speed (rpm)
Programmable Dose
Height (mm)

1400(50hz)
No
475

Width (mm)

180

Depth (mm)

250

Weight (kg)
Voltage

10.5
220-240V Single Phase (10A)
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